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Abstract In recent years, we witness dramatic growing attention in immersive media technologies like 360degree videos and virtual reality (VR). However, measuring the quality-of-experience (QoE) for 360-degree
VR videos is not a trivial task. Streaming such videos to head mounted displays (HMDs) is extremely
bandwidth-demanding when compared to traditional 2D videos. In HTTP adaptive streaming, QoE tends
to deteriorate significantly during fluctuating network conditions, which results in various bitrate changes
and causes multiple stalling events during playback. Thus, understanding how the human visual system
perceives 360-degree video with the effect of stalling and different bitrate levels becomes inevitable. In this
paper, we investigate the impact of stalling on users QoE under different bitrate levels and the interaction
between stalling event and bitrate level for 360-degree videos in VR. To aim this, we first build a 360-degree
videos database by encoding videos in three different bitrate levels (1, 5, and 15 Mbps) with 4K resolutions
(3840 × 1920 pixels). We then simulate various stalling events in the videos and conduct a subjective
experiment in a virtual reality environment to investigate the human responses. Finally, we use a Bayesian
method to estimate and predict the QoE while measuring the quality drop owing to various stalling events
and bitrate changes. Proposed solution and prediction results show a strong dependency between playback
stalling and bitrate of 360-degree video in VR. Stalling always impacts the QoE of 360-degree videos, but
the strength of this negative impact depends on the video bitrate level. The adverse effect of stalling events
is more profound when bitrate level approaches to the high and low end, which is in close agreement with
subjective opinion.
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1

Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) applications have attracted substantial attention because of their fully immersive
experiences. The 360-degree video watched in VR head-mounted displays (HMDs) is required to be
transmitted with acceptable quality, bitrate, and lower delay for guaranteeing better quality-of-experience
(QoE). Drastic development in VR has led service providers (e.g., YouTube and Facebook) to offer
360-degree videos streaming service. However, streaming these videos brings up new challenges, 360degree videos are enormously bandwidth intensive, particularly with high resolution viewed with HMD.
Therefore, owing to the bandwidth limitation, transmitting these high resolutions 360-degree videos to
wireless HMDs at suitable quality levels is a significant challenge. 360-degree videos or omnidirectional
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videos are also known as panoramic spherical (or immersive) videos in which the user can look around
during playback and can be viewed through different devices ranging from desktop computers and mobile
phones to HMD such as HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, and Samsung Gear VR. As a critical part of virtual
reality, these devices offer viewers with a more immersive viewing experience than consuming traditional
2D videos with fixed viewing direction. These immersive viewing experience of 360-degree video attract
the global market and are increasingly popular in public platforms such as YouTube with top videos
being watched more than 60 million times. Therefore, there is a demand to deliver efficient quality of
content to the viewers and evaluate the QoE for 360-degree video in VR.
“QoE is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from
the fulfillment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application
or service in the light of the user’s personality and current state” [1]. Quality of experience is a quality
metric that offers a full degree of user perception and can be measured through both subjective and
objective metrics. Different methods have been developed for the successful delivery of 360-degree video.
HTTP adaptive streaming switches to lower bitrate during bad network condition to avoid any stalling
event. These lower presentation qualities affect end-users QoE. However, if the condition of the network
is terrible and even a lower bitrate video cannot be downloaded in the required time, then the viewers
would see stalling. The stalling lasts until a certain amount of data reach to the buffer with the desired
bitrate. Therefore, these stalling events lead to poor user experience. On the other hand, bitrate suddenly
increases when the condition of the network improves. These switching phenomena of bitrate can severely
affect the user and can degrade the user QoE. Average bitrate, the startup bitrate, and the number of
bitrate switching events can change the QoE [2, 3]. Similarly, in tile-based streaming method, two main
issues arise in the case of stalling and mixed bitrate effect [4,5]. Therefore, it is inevitable to avoid stalling
and bitrate while measuring the quality of experience for 360-degree videos in VR.
QoE measurement for 360-degree videos viewed through HMDs is not a trivial task. The difficulty of
analysis is primarily owing to various factors that affect QoE, including stalling either at the beginning
of video clip or in the middle (during playback) has a notable impact on QoE. Other factors that affect
the user’s QoE are video quality changes during playback, i.e., mixed bitrate effect. Essential to the
successful measurement of the end user’s QoE is how these factors can be included in an appropriate
model. Therefore, for the successful measure of QoE, Bayesian statistical technique seems to be one of
the most promising. The Bayesian analytical method can predict the posterior probability of unknown
parameter of interest given the observed dataset score. The technique provides us with a measure of QoE
by weighting the observed score with posterior probabilities. This paper address the impact of various
stalling event and different bitrate levels on QoE for 360-degree videos in VR.
The contribution of our work is threefold. First, we create a database of 360-degree videos with the
resolution of 3840 × 1920 (4K) based on the experience of VR, encode with three bitrate levels 1, 5, and
15 Mbps suitable for VR transmission to HMDs. Then the stalling events are simulated in the video with
a spinning indicator that spins during the freezing (stalling). Second, we conduct a subjective test in a
virtual reality environment to investigate the impact of various stalling events and different bitrate levels.
The test result shows a strong dependency between different bitrate levels and stalling event in VR.
The outcome of our subjective test is suitable for future research on VR. Third, we propose a Bayesian
statistical method to measure the QoE for 360-degree videos to investigate the influence of each factor
on QoE. Proposed QoE prediction technique is a new step towards predicting the quality of experience
for the emerging virtual reality environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work on QoE.
Section 3 includes a detailed explanation of 360-degree videos database, subjective test, and their results.
Our proposed statistical method to predict the QoE for 360-degree videos in VR is presented in Section
4. The results of the prediction method are shown and discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 6.
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Related work

This section provides an overview of the related research in the field of QoE. First, we discuss the QoE
studies on 360-degree videos then, few essential prediction techniques which are used to investigate the
QoE are classified and finally an overview of existing 360-degree video databases are provided.
2.1

QoE studies on 360-degree videos

There are several studies on QoE for 360-degree videos [6–8]. The research on QoE evaluation for 360degree videos, especially focusing on the impact of stalling under different bitrate levels and the effect
of their interaction on end-user QoE is still needed. Ref. [9] investigated the effect of stalling on the
user’s presence and immersion of 360-degree video in VR environment. The subjective result show that
stalling impacts the end-users perceived QoE for 360-degree videos in a similar way as they do in case of
traditional 2D video streaming. Ref. [10] challenged this finding, and the author conducted a subjective
test for streaming 360-degree videos on HMD and 4K desktop monitor by taking into account different
stalling variations. The study compares QoE for 360-degree videos between monitor and virtual reality
HMD. The experimental result shows that there is a significant difference between 2D traditional video
and 360-degree videos when stalling occurs, which is verified by [11]. The subjective result revealed that
end-user views the 360-degree videos in VR in a different manner if compared with 2D traditional viewing
condition, and the annoyance level further increases when stalling events occur. In the above studies,
either the authors investigated the impact of stalling on user presence and immersion, or they compare
the viewing experience between 2D traditional monitor and HMD. None of the above studies considered
the various stalling impact under different bitrate levels on end-users. Besides, their study only limited to
subjective experiments. In our work, we investigated the effect of various stalling events under different
bitrate levels and the impact of the interaction between them on QoE, followed by the proposed statistical
technique.
In the case of HTTP adaptive streaming, subjective research has been conducted to construct a QoE
database consisting of various compressed videos with variable bitrate encoding [12]. In the context of
omnidirectional videos (ODVs), Ref. [13] performed a subjective experiment of different HEVC encoded
ODVs at various bitrate levels for full HD and Ultra HD resolutions. The study claim that video clip
and bitrates have a significant effect on QoE with the influence of resolutions. To achieve the presence
score higher than 3 mean opinion score (MOS) and acceptability rate above than 65%, a subjective study
in [14] investigated quality score with respect to bitrate for 360-degree videos with different content
characteristics. The experimental results show that the minimum bitrates for low complex, medium
simple, and fast complex videos are 1.5, 6.1, and 11.9 Mbps, respectively, to achieve the target. The
author in [7] conducted a subjective and objective experiment of 4K ODVs impaired by various encoders
at different bitrates levels. The study found that the lower bitrate is, the higher DMOS become while
using the same encoder. Besides, the changes in quality are small when bitrate jumps from 10 Mbps to
6 Mbps while it is more significant when bitrates change from 6 Mbps to 500 kbps or 300 kbps. These
researches either evaluated the QoE considering the bitrate effect under the influence of resolutions (fHD
and UHD) or investigated the acceptability and perceptual quality score, concerning bitrate for different
video characteristics. While in the last study findings, the author used different encoders to encode ODV.
Besides, their work limited to video quality assessment, not the QoE evaluation at end users. In this
study, we used 360-degree videos with 4K resolution covering a wide range of spatial information (SI)
and temporal information (TI) by encoding them in multiple bitrate levels using the same encoder.
Regardless of the proven results the above studies on 360-degree videos mostly focused on QoE evaluations in term of acceptability, cybersickness, presence, and perceptual quality. Besides, the QoE evaluates
with different influence factors such as rendering mode, encoding parameters, device type, and content
characteristics. In this study, we consider the various stalling factors in term of initial stalling, middle
stalling, and multiple stalling in a single omnidirectional 4K resolution video clip. Besides, the impact of
different bitrate levels on the user’s QoE is investigated. Furthermore, the interaction between various
stalling event and bitrate level evaluates, which has not been systematically examined before.
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We can also find several prediction methods that predict the users QoE for multimedia communication.
Ref. [15] presented Bayesian regression model to predict the QoE and to assess the impact of customization
of playout buffering control, channel bandwidth, content of task, gender, and user’s individualities on
QoE by odd ratio. The technique concludes the most substantial impact of gender effect as a male and
bandwidth in audiovisual communications. Ref. [16] approached a multilayer prediction technique to
split students cognitive skills component (into 20 subcomponents) to improve accuracy. However, in our
method, we split the users MOS score into 50 subcomponent, which is much smaller, more robust, and
in-depth as compared to their study. Nevertheless, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous
study on the evaluation of QoE for 360-degree videos in VR through Bayesian statistical technique has
been published so for. It should be noted that QoE applies to various areas not only limited to 360degree videos. QoE is a universal term used in different fields such as e-learning, human interaction with
surroundings, user behaviours and e-commerce.
2.2

Existing 360-degree videos databases

Several publicly available databases are provided for future studies in the field of 360-degree videos.
Recently in [17], a subjective quality assessment protocol is proposed for panoramic videos coding application considering the resolution limitation of HMDs and projection. Based on this protocol, a subjective
quality database is established, including 50 distorted sequences generated from 10 raw panoramic videos.
The author first proposed a method of resampling the sequence to an optimal resolution before coding
with which a maximized range of per pixel display on the center area of panoramic video can be guaranteed. The unexpected quality change produced by a sampling of HMDs can be alleviated to make the
assessment more reliable. Database of 59 users head position watching five 70 s long 360-degree videos is
presented in [18], using Razer OSVR HDK2 HMD while focusing on the viewport adaptive streaming scenario. The author presented examples of statistics that can be obtained from dataset to give an overview
of the subjects’ behavior and videos characteristics. Dataset including ten 360-degree videos downloaded
from Youtube and 50 users, is presented in [19], which provided image saliency map, motion map, and
sensor data such as orientation and positions. Exploring user head movement and behavior, the study
in [20] presented a database of head track comprised of 48 subjects while watching 18 panoramic videos.
The research shows how subjects move their head, how they view the videos, what direction they watch,
and what content they remember.
Although many databases for the evaluation of 360-degree videos are available publicly, they have not
been used for the assessment of QoE. Most of the above databases focused on the modeling of users
behaviors such as head movement, eye tracking, gaze, and future viewport prediction. Besides, the
databases already provided include less number of videos than ours. The database used in this paper
focuses on how viewers perceive the viewing of content impaired with stalling during playback. How
different bitrate levels annoy the users when there is a sudden quality change in the video owing to
bitrate changes. What is the impact of the interaction between various stalling event and bitrate levels
on users QoE during watching 360-degree videos. Our database comprises 208 panoramic videos with 4K
resolutions.

3

Database used in the study

We have created a database of 360-degree videos with 3840 × 1920 (4K) resolutions to be viewed through
HMDs. The created database is explained in detail below.
3.1

Source sequence selection

To ensure the quality of experience in VR, the resolution of the selected 360-degree videos is 3840 ×
1920 (4K). These videos are diverse content covering different scenes, including sports, natural scenes,
entertainment, computer-generated animations, wild, undersea, indoor, and outdoor. The selected video
sequences cover a wide range of SI and TI indexes. The detailed specification of our source 360-degree
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The details of source 360-degree videos

Index

360-degree videos name

Description

Frame rate (fps)

SI/TI
59.9/66.8

(a)

Idaho Dinghy Boat

Human, high motion

30

(b)

Animation 1

Outdoor scene

24

48.3/38.4

(c)

Science Fiction HELP

Human, indoor

30

28.5/18.4

(d)

Skyhub Dubai, Gyrocopter

Human, architecture

30

42.9/14.7

(e)

Snow driving

Human, nature

25

54.7/22.4

(f)

Animation 2

Snake in the forest

24

49.1/0.9

(g)

Skiing

Human, high motion

25

54.1/1.5
50.1/16.1

(h)

Military parade

Human, outdoor

30

(i)

Beach volleyball

Human, high motion

24

30.6/7.4

(j)

Rio Olympics

Human, outdoor

24

56.8/15.5

(k)

Cockpit view

Human, indoor

25

59.5/21.7

(l)

Undersea

Human, nature

30

32.1/7.1

(m)

Roller coaster

Human, high motion

30

78.3/48.1

(n)

Animation 3

Outdoor scene

24

64.7/56.2

(o)

Surrounded by Elephants

Wild, nature

30

36.2/2.8

(p)

Project Soul

Human, indoor

30

27.5/11.9

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

Figure 1 (Color online) Source sequence thumbnails. (a) Idaho Boat; (b) Animation 1; (c) Science Fiction HELP;
(d) Gyrocopter; (e) Snow driving; (f) Animation 2;. (g) Skiing; (h) Military parade; (i) Beach volleyball; (j) Rio Olympics;
(k) Cockpit view; (l) Undersea; (m) Roller coaster; (n) Animation 3; (o) Surrounded by Elephants; (p) Project Soul.

videos is shown in Table 1. All 4K panoramic videos are downloaded from Internet source1)2) . Each of
the original 16 source video contents is cut into a short clip of 30–40 s duration. Figure 1 shows their
example frames.
3.2

Test video generation

Each 360-degree video with a 4K resolution is encoded into three different bitrate levels, 1, 5, and
15 Mbps using FFMPEG3) software tool with H.264 (libx264). The selection of bitrates level is based on
1) https://www.4k123.com/.
2) https://www.youtube.com/.
3) www.ffmpeg.org.
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the experience of VR and suitable for VR transmission to HMDs over the Internet. Using Avisynth4) , 5
s stalling is simulated at the beginning and in the middle of encoded videos. The stalling duration keeps
longer as compared to 2D traditional video [21] by keeping in mind the 360-degree views of the video
in HMD. Thus the viewers can easily notice the stalling disturbance quickly while watching panoramic
videos. YouTube-style indicator (spinner) is simulated in the freeze-frame to experience the real scenario
that spins during the stalling event. Moreover, the audio tracks of the panoramic videos are discarded
during the encoding process to bypass the impacts of acoustic information. In total, we obtain 208 test
360-degree video sequence, including 16 source videos, 48 compressed without stalling, 48 initial stalling,
48 middle stalling, and 48 videos with multiple stalling.
3.3

Subjective test

During a subjective test, the total number of 31 non-expert subjects participated in the experiment ages
between 24 and 35. All participants are screened out for color vision and visual acuity by using ishiara
and Snellen chart (20/20), respectively. All of them are reported normal. We use HTC Vive as the HMD
with virtual desktop (VD) software as a 360-degree video player during the experiment. Most of the
participants are not familiar with HMD and VR environment. Out of 31 subjects, only five participants
have VR, and HMD related technologies experience at exhibitions or from friends before. Therefore,
for better test results, we have to expose the subjects to a training session before the actual test to
novelty effect and to ensure proper fit of the HMD device. During the training session, the subjects are
shown a sample 360-degree VR video and instructed to notice the overall visual quality of the content
by considering stalling (freezing) event and picture distortion artifacts (owing to bit rate changes) to
examine the interaction between stalling events and video presentation quality.
There is a crucial issue of subjects changing their viewing direction when watching 360-degree videos
in a VR environment compared to traditional 2D video. This extra degree of subjects’ freedom of viewing
direction makes the experiment more challenging. Therefore, subjects are allowed to move their heads
freely to cover all regions of the panoramic view during the test. To obtain the QoE rating of the subjects
for 360-degree videos, we chose a 10-point rating scale having expanded range and the more exceptional
distinction between rating as compared to ITU-R absolute category (ACR) [22] discrete 5-point scale.
During the experiment, the video sequence is shown randomly to prevent the memory effect. Subjects
are instructed to judge the overall visual quality of the content, keeping in mind both picture distortion
artifacts (owing to bitrate changes) and stalling events. The subjects are instructed to tell the rating
loudly after each sequence so that the test organizer could note down to save time. For each subject, the
whole experiment takes about three and a half hours. The experiment time for each subject is divided
into 16 sessions with 5-minute breaks after each session (13 sequences) to avoid any memory effect. The
length of a session for each subject is limited to 8-minutes to minimize the motion sickness and influence
of fatigue effect and dizziness.
3.4

Subjective data analysis

After conducting the subjective experiment, three subjects are removed by applying the outliers removal
scheme [23]. Thus for the rest of this paper, we use the result from only 28 subjects, including 14 males
and 14 females participants. The average subjective score from all valid subjects is obtained for each
video as a final quality score called MOS. Figure 2 represents the Pearson linear correlation coefficient
(PLCC), and Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC) values for all subjects. The higher
values mean better performance and lower mean worst. Each subject performs well individually in terms
of MOSs prediction. The rightmost bar in the figure shows individual subjects’ average performance,
concludes that significant agreement is detected between subjects during the subjective experiment to
judge the overall quality of experience.
One of the essential goals of the subjective test is to investigate the impact of various stalling under
different bitrate levels and the interaction between them on the user’s QoE while watching 360-degree
4) www.avisynth.nl.
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(Color online) PLCC and SRCC performance evaluation of individual subjects.
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1

Figure 3

Table 2

5
Bitrate (Mbps)

15

(Color online) MOS of all compressed videos in the absence of stalling.

Average MOS values for various stalling events under different bitrate levels

Stalling event

Bitrate (1 Mbps)

Bitrate (5 Mbps)

Bitrate (15 Mbps)
8.67

No stalling

3.94

6.3

Initial stalling

3.49

5.66

6.94

Middle stalling

3.3

5.04

6.22

Multiple stalling

2.79

4.38

5.44

No stalling – initial stalling

0.45

0.64

1.73

No stalling – middle stalling

0.64

1.26

2.45

No stalling – multiple stalling

1.15

1.92

3.23

videos. We have achieved some agreeable results in case of no stalling, in the presence of stalling events,
and the most important one is a dependency between stalling events and bitrate level. Figure 3 depicts
the MOS values in all three cases of bitrate levels when there is no stalling in the videos during watching,
where all MOS values span can be seen for videos in the absence of stalling from “Poor” to “Excellent”.
Results from the subjective experiment reveal a strong dependency between stalling event and video
bitrate during watching 360-degree videos through HMD. Because a substantial difference exists between
traditional and 360-degree video, especially in the subjective perception affected by bitrate variation.
360-degree video is created to offer a more profound sense of immersion to users. Therefore, bitrate
requirements are higher for such experience to fully immerse in the virtual world. Thus, any interruption
during this experience results in high dissatisfaction.
Table 2 shows the subjects’ average MOS score for different stalling events and bitrate levels. It is
observed that stalling always affects users QoE and results in MOS drops, which could be highly notable.
Another observation is that the impact of multiple stalling on QoE that occurs in a 360-degree video is
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stronger than that single stalling happens in the middle or at the beginning of 360-degree videos. The
mathematical analysis in the last three rows of Table 2 shows the MOS drop in all three bitrate levels is
higher in the case of multiple stalling than in the middle stalling and initial stalling cases. We conclude
that users are less sensitive to the stalling occurs individually at the beginning or in the middle of 360degree videos. In contrast, multiple stalling creates frustration and annoys the viewers when it happens
in a single video clip. Another interesting observation from the last three rows of Table 2 is that the
MOS drop in all three stalling events increases with the increase in bitrate level. This shows a strong
dependency between stalling and bitrate, and recommends that stalling is building sturdier frustration
on end-user when it happens in 360-degree video with higher presentation quality. One practical reason
may be that viewers always have high expectations while watching higher quality content, which results
in high frustration when stalling occurs. Therefore, we conclude that the QoE drop is continually higher
in all three bitrate levels. This drop is higher in the case of multiple stalling than middle stalling and
initial stalling in 360-degree videos.

4

Proposed QoE prediction method

The quality perception is mostly considered as something with stochastic nature, which motivates us
to treat overall quality of experience and its layers as a probability distribution. We propose a method
that provides the best possible outcome of the hypothesis under uncertainty. Moreover, it is an attractive
statistical technique represented by a probabilistic model that contains a set of layers and their conditional
interdependencies with influencing factors. This paper aims to come up with a method that investigates
the impact of individual influencing factors on users and predicts the overall QoE.
4.1

Quantization of user experience and individual factors

The first step of constructing our statistical technique for QoE prediction and measurement is to choose
influence factors that affect users QoE in 360-degree videos. We select stalling as an influencing factor
under three bitrate levels. The next step is the quantization stage to represent users’ experience and
individual factors. The quantization process classifies the user experience and individual factors into
multiple hidden layers. Therefore, based on a subjective test score, the users QoE (MOS rating from 1
to 10) is classified into 50 periodic layers with a period of 0.2. The division of the user’s QoE is taken
to increase the prediction accuracy of the proposed model. Such periodic quantization estimates the
component-wise value of user experience. The purpose of this classification is to predict the impact of an
individual’s factor on every fifty components of users’ QoE. The primary goal of splitting these ten QoE
values into 50 sub-values is to predict in-depth the overall QoE accurately and more precisely.
Furthermore, we quantize the individual’s factors based on their influence on QoE. Because we have
three bitrate levels, i.e., 1, 5, and 15 Mbps, therefore, we assume the effect of each level on users QoE
individually. The subjective tests depict that each level of bitrate has a distinct impact on QoE. Thus,
decreasing the bitrate level should reduce the users’ QoE. This step will estimate the probability of these
fifty components concerning each bitrate level. Besides, we classify the stalling factor into three categories,
i.e., initial stalling, middle stalling, and multiple stalling. Also, the subjective test analysis manifests that
QoE drops in case of multiple stalling are always higher than the single initial, and middle stalling occurs
in a 360-degree video clip. Therefore, the proposed technique should simulate the relationship among
stalling event, bitrate, and QoE according to the achieved subjective test analysis findings. Thus, we set
the following hypothesis for the relationship among bitrate, stalling, and QoE.
• The QoE is decreasing with the decrease in bitrate of the video.
• The QoE is decreasing with the increasing number of stalling.
4.2

Measuring the influence of individual factors

After quantization, we design a distinct network to predict the QoE under the impact of individual factors.
Thus, the study proposes a new method to estimate the QoE iteratively. Proposed technique is embedded
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into Bayesian inference method (BIM) to calculate the posterior probabilities of fifty components of
users’ QoE (The probability interval of this outcome must be non-negative and below or equal to 1).
The method iteratively estimates each outcome of users QoE by a feed-forward process through multiple
layers. The posterior probability interval [0, 1] is distributed among fifty components of the values of
QoE. The primary purpose of using BIM is to efficiently evaluate the role of prior probability for these
fifty components of users’ QoE, which plays a crucial role in improving the measurement and accuracy of
the proposed technique. Therefore, we choose BIM to evaluate the posterior probability of QoE during
the measurement process.
The study evaluates users’ QoE component while considering the impact of an individual’s factors.
Thus, we have two sets of iteration during the estimation of users’ QoE. As we have discussed earlier that
individual factors are classified into multiple layers; therefore, each layer manifests the first iterations.
While on the other hand, the components of users’ QoE (50) represent another set of sub-iterations.
Thus, the technique estimates the posterior probability of QoE in sub-iteration process, which is the
output for the next iteration of the model. Therefore, the proposed BIM technique is used to evaluate
the posterior probabilities of QoE values (in each sub-iteration while the technique has 50 sub-iterations
in a single iteration of the model).
4.2.1 Bitrate influence measurement
Now we have two types of events for the modulation of QoE, i.e., the prior probability of QoE value
and, the 1- prior probability of the mutually exclusive event of the selected value of QoE (summation of
prior probabilities for 49 QoE values). Thus, we represent prior probabilities of QoE values by QoEprior ,
while 1 − QoEprior indicates the prior probabilities of mutually exclusive events. We need to calculate the
conditional probability of bitrate to achieve the posterior probabilities for bitrate influence, which can be
obtained by the following equations:
BRbc = P (BRx |QoEi ) =

P (QoEi ∩ BRx )
,
QoEi

BRcm = P (BRMut |QoEci ) =

P (QoEci ∩ BRx )
.
QoEci

(1)

(2)

Eq. (1) depicts the conditional probabilities of user QoE components given the bitrate of the video
represented by BRbc . It has two counters for the particular iterations, i.e., b = 1 to 3 (three bitrate levels)
while c = 1 to 50. Eq. (2) calculates the conditional probability of the mutually exclusive events for user
QoE given the bitrate represents by BRcm which has a single m counter for the outcomes of user QoE.
Mut in BRMut represents the conditional probability of the summation of 49 QoE values probabilities
(except the QoE value selected by x).
The BRx and QoEi show the selected value of bitrate (x = 1 to 3) and the chosen value of QoE i = 1
to 100 (events along with mutual sub-iterations 50 + 50 = 100 for each bitrate level), respectively. During
this process, the technique has three sets of iterations for video bitrate levels while each iteration has 100
sub-iterations for the probability of posterior QoE under three bitrate levels. Therefore, the technique
produces a refined set of posterior QoE in each iteration. Furthermore, to achieve the posterior QoE
components (i.e., 50), we need to calculate the joint probability of QoE components and bitrate that can
be obtained by the following equations:
BRjointef = P (BRx , QoEi ) = (QoEprior ) × (BRbc ),

(3)

BRjointcg = P (BRMut , QoEci ) = (1 − QoEprior ) × (BRcm ).

(4)

Eq. (3) calculates the joint probabilities of QoE components and bitrate levels. The BRjointef has
two counter, i.e., e = 1 to 3 and f = 1 to 100. In (4), BRjointcg exhibits the joint probabilities of the
mutually exclusive events of QoE (i.e., m = 1 to 100) while the counter Mut in BRMut indicates the
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summation of 49 QoE values joint probabilities (except the QoE value selected by x). Moreover, x and
i represent the selected bitrate level and QoE value, respectively (as discussed earlier). The process of
joint probabilities calculation has a synchronize iterations with conditional probabilities iterations. The
following two equations will perform the iterations to achieve the posterior QoE probability:
BRpostgh = P (QoEi |BRx ) =

BRjointef
,
BRjointef + BRjointcg

MBRpostkl = P (QoEi |BRMut ) =

BRjointcg
.
BRjointcg + BRjointef

(5)

(6)

Eq. (5) measures the posterior QoE probability under three different bitrates levels, and the variable
BRpostgh represents the posterior QoE of three bitrates level under fifty components (where g = 1–3 and
h = 1–50). While in (6), MBRpostgh represents the posterior QoE for three bitrates level of the mutually
exclusive events with a counter kl while k = 1–3 and l = 1–50. Bear in mind the technique has three
principle iterations for three bitrate levels and 50 sub-iterations for the QoE values during the process of
probability estimation.
Algorithm 1 represents the QoE estimation considering the impact of video bitrate changes. The
subjective tests manifest that QoE is decreasing with a decrease in bitrate of the video. The proposed
algorithm must simulate the relationship achieved by the subjective analysis. It takes two input sets QoE
(j = 1–50), and bitrates (i = 1–3). The QoE consists of prior probabilities of the 50 values of QoE while
bitrates contain three bitrate levels. The first loop selects value (i) from bitrates, and in the nested loop,
it selects a value (j) from QoE to find its posterior probabilities concerning the bitrate value to create an
output set of BRm , using (1)–(6). In every iteration of i, the algorithm returns a posterior probabilities
set BRm (while m = 1–3), and increment BRm to BRm+1 .
Algorithm 1 Bitrate posterior QoE estimation
Input: sets QoE, bitrates.
Output: sets BRm (m = 1, 2, 3).
Initialization:
1: Iterations bitrate:
2: for each i in bitrates do
3:
for each j in QoE do
4:
Calculate posterior of j with respect to i;
5:
Add posterior to BRm ;
6:
end for
7:
return BRm ;
8:
Increment BRm to BRm+1 ;
9: end for

4.2.2 Stalling experience measurement
The technique has achieved the expected evaluation of posterior QoE probability concerning the effects of
three bitrate levels. Therefore, we have obtain three sets of posterior probabilities of QoE assigned to the
next module of hidden layers called stalling influence. As we discuss earlier that we have three stalling
events, i.e., initial stalling, middle stalling, and multiple stalling. Thus, the study assigns three distinct
sets to every layer of the stalling. It shows that the technique replicates the three sets of posterior
probabilities (obtained from three bitrates) to nine sets and is equally distributed among the stalling
factors (3 sets to each stalling factor). Therefore, the proposed method creates nine sets of posteriors
QoE for the user’s experience during different stalling experience. The study receives the following three
sets of posterior probabilities:
• BRpostgh where g = 1 Mbps;
• BRpostgh where g = 5 Mbps;
• BRpostgh where g = 15 Mbps.
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Moreover, every set consists of 100 posterior probabilities for the distinct values of QoE. Now, to achieve
the conditional probabilities of stalling, we have the following equations:
P (QoEi ∩ STp )
,
QoEi

STxy = P (STp |QoEi ) =
STck = P (STMut |QoEci ) =

P (QoEci ∩ STp )
.
QoEci

(7)

(8)

The above particular (7) and (8) represent two events (STxy , STck ) for the conditional probabilities of
a selected factor of the stalling event. This process has three types of iterations (x = 1 to 3) and 900
sub-iterations for (g = 1, 5, and 15 Mbps). On the other hand, x = initial stalling, middle stalling, and
multiple stalling while y manifests the particular 900 sub-iterations (y = 1 to 900). c and k represent the
inner and outer iteration, respectively.
STjointef = P (STp , QoEi ) = (BRpostgh ) × (STbc ),

(9)

BRjointcg = P (STMut , QoEci ) = (1 − BRpostgh ) × (STck ).

(10)

The technique has used (9) and (10), to calculate the joint probabilities of stalling factor and QoE
components. In these equations, the STjointef measures the joint probability of stalling factor (STp ) while
BRjointcg calculates the joint probability of mutually exclusive events STMut , the counter Mut and p, are
continuously incremented with a selection of distinct stalling factors and QoE. The joint probabilities
calculation section has 900 sub-iterations (as according to the conditional probabilities), while k = 1–100.
On the other hand, the output of joint probabilities for stalling is achieved by ef , and g continuously.
Thus, from the above calculations, we have obtained prior, conditional, and joint probabilities. The
following equations predict the posterior QoE when three different stalling events happen.
STpostgh = P (QoEi |STx ) =

STjointef
,
STjointef + BRjointcg

MSTpostqr = P (QoEi |STMut ) =

BRjointcg
.
BRjointcg + STjointef

(11)

(12)

Eqs. (11) and (12) have initiated a posterior QoE calculation process. Eq. (11) estimates the posterior
QoE for the selected stalling factor. During (12), the calculation has shown posterior QoE concerning the
mutually exclusive event of the selected stalling factor. During this process, the technique achieves 900
sub-iterations for both events. The STpostgh has revealed the posterior QoE variable given the selected
stalling factor while MSTpostgh has represented the posterior QoE given mutually exclusive events. The
g and h are the counters for STpostgh . On the other hand, q and r represents counter for the mutually
exclusive events MSTpostgh .
Algorithm 2 depicts posterior probabilities calculation in the presence of stalling events. As an input,
it takes four sets (i.e., BR1 , BR2 , BR3 , and Stalling) and as an output it produces nine sets (i.e., STp
(p = 1, 2, 3), STq (q = 1, 2, 3), and STr (r = 1, 2, 3)). Moreover, the algorithm has one main loop for
stalling factors (initial, middle, and multiple), which repeat three times. On the other hand, the main
loop has three nested loops for the achieved posterior sets (1, 5, and 15). Each main loop produces three
sets of posterior probabilities of the QoE. It shows that in three iterations of the main loop for stalling,
the algorithm achieves nine sets of posterior probabilities by using (7) to (12).

5

Results and discussion

Because the primary goal of this paper is to measure how the influential factors affect the user’s QoE
and to predict the QoE of 360-degree video in a virtual reality environment. Figure 4(a) depicts the
posterior QoE for compressed 360-degree video in three different bitrate levels in the absence of any
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Figure 4 (Color online) The posterior QoE with three different video bitrates in the absence of stalling (a), and in the
presence of initial stalling (b), mid stalling (c), multiple stalling (d).
Algorithm 2 Stalling experience posterior QoE estimation under different bitrate levels
Input: sets BR1 , BR2 , BR3 , Stalling.
Output: sets STp (p = 1, 2, 3), STq (q = 1, 2, 3), and STr (r = 1, 2, 3).
Initialization:
1: Iterations of Stalling:
2: for each a in Stalling do
3:
for each b in BR1 do
4:
Calculate posterior of a with respect to b;
5:
Add posterior to STp ;
6:
end for
7:
return STp ;
8:
Increment STp to STp+1 ;
9:
for each c in BR2 do
10:
Calculate posterior of a with respect to c;
11:
Add posterior to STq ;
12:
end for
13:
return STq ;
14:
Increment STq to STq+1 ;
15:
for each d in BR3 do
16:
calculate posterior of a with respect to d;
17:
add posterior to STr ;
18:
end for
19:
return STr ;
20:
Increment STr to STr+1 ;
21: end for

stalling experience. The technique predicts that the end-users QoE increases with the increase in bitrate
level. However, when bitrate level switches to 5 Mbps from 15 Mbps, the user’s satisfaction level decreases
and results in quality degradation, which can further degrade with the reduction in bitrate level to 1 Mbps.
Therefore, the technique predicts most probable outcomes in all three bitrate levels, which clearly shows
that QoE increases with the increase in bitrate in 360-degree videos. Similarly, we have seen the adverse
effect of stalling on users in the subjective experiment. The proposed technique predicts the probable
posterior outcomes for the video sequences with stalling experience in terms of initial stalling shown
in Figure 4(b). The predicted QoE outcome concerning three different bitrates with initial stalling
experience suggests that encoding 360-degree videos with varying levels of bitrate can affect the end-user
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(Color online) Prediction of overall QoE.

experience differently in the presence of stalling. In other words, video with high bitrate levels less affects
the viewers when there is a 5-second initial stalling in the video. The same video with 5 s initial stalling
increases the dissatisfaction of the viewer when bitrate jumps to lower level and further triggers up when
users face stalling in the middle of 360-degree video during virtual experience depicted in Figure 4(c).
On the other hand, Figure 4(d) illustrates posterior QoE when multiple stalling occurs in a single video
clip, recommends that stalling building sturdier annoyance on the end-user when it happens more than
once in a single 360-degree video clip. Therefore, single interruption is acceptable either at the beginning
or in the middle of the video, but multiple pauses tend to deteriorate the QoE for 360-degree video.
Finally, there are a total of twelve posterior QoE outcomes from the proposed technique, three from
each layer, i.e., uninterrupted videos (no stalling), initial stalling, mid-stalling, and multiple stalling. The
final posterior QoE predicted by the proposed technique for 360-degree videos in VR is shown in Figure
5. It can be seen that the predicted QoE value is higher for all three bitrate levels in case of no stalling (in
the absence of any interruption during playback). Still, when a stalling event occurs at the beginning of
the video, the drops in QoE increase gradually, which shows a slight frustration that impacts users QoE.
The drop in QoE degrades further when it happens middle stalling in 360-degree videos. Besides, the
technique predicts maximum QoE drop in case of multiple stalling as compared to other stalling events.
A sensible clarification is that users are more tolerant in the case of one stalling in a video clip and more
sensitive when a stalling event occurs twice in a single 360-degree video. Another interesting observation
from Figure 5 is when we compare no stalling bars with all three stalling bars under three bitrate levels.
The drop in QoE is more in case of a 15 Mbps bar in multiple stalling than the other two bitrate levels,
which are also measured earlier in Table 2 (the last three rows) in a subjective test. It suggests that
stalling always impacts the QoE of 360-degree videos, but the strength of this negative impact depends
on the video bitrate level. Besides, the adverse effect of stalling events is more profound when bitrate
level approaches to the high and low end, which is in close agreement with subjective opinion. Therefore,
it is concluded that viewers are comfortable with medium quality video when there is any disturbance in
playback either in terms of different stalling events or quality changes.

6

Validation

To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no existing subject-rated publicly available 360-degree
videos database that has a combination of various stalling events and bitrate levels. Thus to validate
the proposed model, we divide our dataset described in Section 3 into training (70%) and validation
sets (30%). The training sets are used for QoE estimations and statistical models building, while the
validation sets are used in the experiments to test the accuracy of the proposed method. Besides, the
validation sets are unknown for the model to generalize the proposed model. We employ PLCC and SRCC
to quantify the correlation between MOS and predicted QoE values. Figure 6 represents the satisfactory
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(Color online) PLCC and SRCC performance evaluation of the average MOS and predicted values.

Table 3

Performance comparsion of the proposed technique

Model

PLCC

SRCC

Model 1

0.6769

0.6861

Model 2

0.7190

0.7158

Model 3

0.7476

0.7205

Model 4

0.7723

0.7205

Model 5

0.7905

0.7430

Model 6

0.7395

0.6414

Model 7

0.7455

0.6560

Proposed technique

0.8095

0.7954

prediction performance of the proposed technique, where the rightmost bars represent mean values. We
compare the performance of our proposed method against seven existing models (Models 1–7) based on
linear regression given in [24]. PLCC and SRCC are calculated to evaluate the performance comparison
of all existing models. Table 3 presents the performance comparison results of previous models and our
proposed technique. It can be seen that our method delivers the best performance in predicting the
subject’s QoE of 360-degree videos with various stalling events under different bitrate levels.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the impact of stalling under different bitrate levels on end-user QoE. Besides, interaction between stalling event and video bitrate level in 360-degree videos in a virtual reality
environment is examined. First, we create a database of 360-degree video with a resolution of 3840 × 1920
(4K) and encode with three bitrates (1, 5, and 15 Mbps) levels. We then simulate initial, middle, and
multiple stalling events in 360-degree video and conduct a subjective test to understand the impact of
different influence factors on users QoE in a virtual reality environment. After a subjective experiment,
we propose a Bayesian statistical technique to predict the overall QoE of 360-degree video in VR. The
results of our proposed method reveal some fascinating relationships between stalling events and bitrate
in 360-degree videos. It shows that the adverse effect of multiple stalling in a single video sequence is
more profound when the presentation quality level approaches to the high and low end.
In the future, we aim to extend our database and include both audio and video to investigate the
audiovisual QoE of panoramic videos adding more impairment in the form of longer stalling duration
with higher resolutions and higher bitrate level. Furthermore, we may consider the different factor of
HMD device that affects the viewers while watching panoramic videos by taking into account the impact
of cybersickness on users experience and other simulator sickness factors.
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